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Flying Saucers ‘Explained’
by Men of New Research University Here
Two metal-plexiglass disks, suspended from a central
pylon, swung through slow circles in a darkened room
yesterday as spokesmen for a new university sought to
convince newsmen they have solved the flying saucer
mystery.
“We have hesitated to divulge our findings,” said
Mason Rose president of the University for Social Research, “because they
read too much like science fiction...”
Substance of the alleged discovery, credited
to Inventor Townsend
Brown, is that saucers
operate in a field of
“electro-gravity” that
acts like a wave with the
negative pole at the top
and the positive pole at
the bottom.”

Asked about official government study of their findings, Rose said details had been given to “some Navy
admirals” but as yet there was no censorship. He talked guardedly about military “interest” in the work but
declined to mention specific agencies.
He spoke too about the early trials and tribulations of
Marconi, Edison and the Wright brothers.
The three men said
space travel will be possible within 10 years.
At one point Shank
was asked if he had a
degree.

‘Superior
Intelligence’

“No,” he acknowledged, “I’m free of those
encumbrances. “That’s
why I find it so easy to
talk in these new terms.”
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Their research is new and novel, they insist, and “it is
These rays, in some yet unexplained manner, are
distinctly improbable it has been duplicated anywhere suspected of influencing human psychology. Brown
in the world,” experiments coupling electricity and declined to say how his stock market “barometer” has
gravitation that apparently go even beyond Einstein’s worked.
unified field theory.
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